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Overview
unSCruz 2017 was our 7th annual event, and it was our
4th year at the Santa Cruz County Fairgrounds where
unSCruz became a multi-day event. I would say 2017 was
the year that unSCruz finally reached full maturity.
Never before have we been so successful financially, which has put us in a
really strong position to offer a huge increase in Art Grants. The ability to
offer substantial Art Grants means the art at unSCruz can now flourish!
Self-sustainability has always been a big goal of ours, unSCruz 2016 moved
us forward significantly in that regard, but 2017 really cinched it. When
we first moved out to the Fairgrounds in 2014, we had 4 primary goals: build
community, build good relations with the Fairground & it’s neighbors, become a
self-sustaining event, and finally, to have fun. We have succeeded at all of
these in a big way.
In addition, we have for the most part pretty much maxed out our population
and usable space. We decided in 2014 that we wanted no more than a maximum
population of 1500 people. In 2014 we had less than 800 attend. Since then,
we’ve grown by approximately 100 people each year, which frankly was all the
growth our infrastructure could handle. In 2017, we grew by 300, bringing
our total population to 1356. What makes this growth even more impressive is
the fact that we had minimal publicity promoting the event, using exclusively
our Facebook community page, as well as our Burning Man Santa Cruz Regional
mailing list for promotion. By my reckoning, as well as my knowledge of how
Regional events tend to suddenly hit a critical mass in growth, I’d say
unSCruz is there; I’m certain we will sell out in 2018, and probably just
shortly after initial ticket sales begin.
Perhaps the most impressive two things that made unSCruz 2017 so successful
(and this has always been true about unSCruz) were the good will and
great content, all the things our community brings to the event. Foremost
in importance and impact is the truly strong community bond, friendship, and
intimacy the people who attend feel toward one another. In terms of content,
we had far more Theme Camps, Fire Art, Art Cars, Music Camps, etc. than
ever before. We spread out from the primary large lawn area, all the way
back to the rear quarters of the fairgrounds. While it is true that in 2016
we did have some folks camping in those rear areas, there wasn’t much going
on in that region. This year we had two of the largest Tesla Coils I’ve ever
seen back there putting on a very impressive show, brought by Sextant camp.
Moreover, we had several sound camps and beautiful lounge camps (e.g. Venom
Art boat & Ali Bar Bar) making the rear area a fun place to be.
As regards safety and security, we had virtually no serious incidents worth
mentioning here. I think it is clear to everyone that this year was once again
the best year ever! It is wonderful to always be better than previous years,
yet one wonders if this can always be true. Let’s hope so!

Brian Pridham
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Thank You!
There are always so many people who put so much of their sweat and
blood into bringing unSCruz to life, and to all of you I give great
thanks! What follows is the usual partial list of names that I recall
(primarily Production crew). Please forgive me for the many I have
surely forgotten.

In alphabetical order:
Amber Coutts

Leslie Berman (Frosty Paws)

Bailey Queue

Linda Nguyen Filipowicz

Bill Perryman

Lucho Yañez

Big Mike

Lucy Hosking

Brandy Stiefel (Sass)

Mark Gay

Celsius Maximus

Misty Longnecker

Charlotte Warren

Morgan Lyons

Christopher Tuck (Twisty)

Namraja Singh

Cory Rosin (Endeavor)

Nicole Penner

Greg Creech

Patrick Flaherty

Dan Gross

Patrick Lawrence

Daniel Nachman (Ranger Santa Cruz)

Peter Metcalf

Dato Dave

Pink Flaherty

Dillon Temple

Pooz Creek

Dom & Candice (Livefit G Ynot)

Primavera Rios

Doug Broussard (Po Boy)

Scott Rizzo

Eugene Mello

Sean Fitinghoff

Federica Cecalupo

Stuart Robinson

Haley Carter

Theresa Neyer

Jake Schaffer (Fez Monkey)

Ulan McKnight

Jo Plante

Valarien Reyes

Josh Corey

Vince Felicetta

Ka'nete Sampson Mlaudzi

Wristy Burner

Kelly Felicetta

Yohann Merran

Lance Leopold
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Expenses byexpenses
Department by department

Fire Permit

Insurance
Fire Permit
Security
Red Cross FAST Team
Produc4on
Venue (15% of Gate)
Volunteers
Infrastructure
unSCruz Storage Trailer
Dona4ons
Freezer Rental & Ice Cost Minus Ice Sales
Radio Rental
Santa Cruz Burners, LLC
Sound Equipment
Administration
Printing/Publicity/WWW, etc.
Front Gate
Volunteers
Hospitality
Volunteer “Thank You” BBQ
T-shirts
Donations
BRAF (Black Rock Arts Foundation)
Insurance
unSCruz Art Grants
Fairground Heritage Foundation Bar
Fire Permit
Santa Cruz Burners, LLC
Tax Prep (CPA Fees)
Security
State & Federal Tax
Red Cross FAST TeamState LLC Annual Franchise Fee
MyLLC Annual Fee

Security

Sound Equipment

$6,144.00
$18,233.70

$31,354.57

expenses by department

6,144.00

partment

Produc4on

$5,383.48Volunteers

$31,354.57

83.48

Produc4on

Dona4ons

Volunteers

Santa Cruz Burners, LLC

Percentage Breakdown greatest &
Other expenses
Expense Percentages

Dona4ons

Santa Cruz Burners, LLC

0.87%
2.59%

3.94%

2.65%
2.58%

rcentage Breakdown greatest &1.85%
4.49%
Other expenses
0.87%
2.59%

3.94%

2.65%
2.58%

81.01%1.85%
4.49%

own greatest &
enses

Insurance

Red Cross FAST Team

01%
%

Insurance

%
9%

Sound Equipment

Fire Permit

PrinFng/Publicity/WWW, etc.

Security

Hospitality

Red Cross FAST Team

All Other Expenses

Sound Equipment
PrinFng/Publicity/WWW, etc.
Hospitality
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Row Labels
Production

All Other Expenses

Production
Volunteers
PrinFng/Publicity/WWW, etc.
Donations
Santa
Cruz
Burners,
LLC
Hospitality
Total Expenses
All Other Expenses
Ticket Sales & Donations (1356 Attendance)
Total Expenses
Net Profit Saved for unSCruz 2018

Total
$31,354.57
$1,584.00
$534.30
$2,410.68
$1,620.22
$13,622.85
$1,895.00
$5,400.00
$388.00
$710.73
$1,577.00
$186.53
$1,133.00
$292.26
$5,383.48
$2,744.53
$2,335.87
$303.08
$18,233.70
$1,000.00
$12,799.70
$4,434.00
$6,144.00
$410.00
$4,795.00
$800.00
$139.00
$31,354.57
$5,383.48
$18,233.70
$6,144.00
$61,115.75
$92,063.10
$61,115.75
$30,947.35

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

Quick Statistics
íí1356 people attended, about 320 more than in 2016
** 137 received complimentary tickets. Another 100 purchased
discounted tickets varying from $21 to $50. The Production team
agreed in past years that the event cannot be sustainable
if so many people were not buying tickets, thus we created a
discounted pricing structure in 2016 for volunteers/leads/theme
camps/performers/promotional giveaways, etc.. We used the same
structure in 2017, and it seems to have worked well.
** Age of Participants:
•• 21+ = 1276
•• 18 to 20 (underage for alcohol) = 14
•• 12 to 17 (minors) = 9
•• 1 to 11 (free entry) = 57
ííWe increased the unSCruz bank account by approximately $31,000
this year! This increase really puts us in a much more powerful
position to hand out 10’s of thousands in Art Grants in 2018! We
expect to begin getting some artwork submissions to be created for
an exclusive unSCruz 2018 debut!
ííAs a result of our good financial success in 2016, we were able
to hand out approximately $13,000 in Art Grants in 2017, which
is more than double what we had available in 2016. We are very
excited to be in such a strong position as regards our ability to
hand out significant Art Grants, a goal that we have had since our
beginnings in 2009, but we only realized for the first time in 2016!

Areas to Improve/Suggestions
Heritage Hall: Do we still need to rent this hall? It seems to be

getting little use now that we have so many theme camps and music
camps outside.

Fine Art Building: This building is also not getting the same degree of

traffic as it used to. Consider exchanging its’ rental for rental of
the Harvest building (where the kitchen is located)? Some talk of
using that as a roller rink. However, it is still a very large building
with questionable justification for rental if we can’t fill it with
something of appropriate size.

Alcohol Policy: We must better inform & remind participants, especially
bar camps, that the Fairground has a policy of “no outside alcohol.”
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Areas to Improve/Suggestions continued
Fire Performers: We should continue detaching performance from

Production, putting us further in line with Burning Man practices. We
all know why we've been doing things the way we have, in order to
adapt to various special circumstances at the Fairground, but at this
point, I think it would be appropriate to treat the fire dancers simply
as a fire troupe, like all other performers/artists/etc., who must
apply for an Art Grant to cover their various costs (insurance, fuel,
tickets, etc.). This was done de facto in 2016 & 2017, but it should
be more formalized.

Public Stage: Again, we all know why we've been doing things the

way we have, in order to adapt to various special circumstances at
the Fairground, but this should no longer be a part of unSCruz
Production, but rather, just become a project sponsored & run by
some independent collective or music camp. They may apply for an Art
Grant like anyone else. Handing over control of the Heritage Hall
& Fine Arts buildings this year to music camps was a good transition
and good model to follow.

Box Office/Ticket Sales: Since we are almost certain to sell out in

2018, we should discontinue ticket sales once the event begins (i.e. no
ticket sales at the Gate), and thus we will have no need for cash
at the gate. Moreover, we can reduce gate hours, allowing gate
staff more opportunity to enjoy unSCruz.

Ticket Discounts:

** We should begin a low-income ticket program
** We should eliminate performer discounts; performer tickets can be
dealt with by Theme/Music camps on their own if/when they apply
for Art Grants

Art Grants: This process needs to begin immediately so artists can get
early funding to begin projects that take time to build.

More Fire: Camp fires are absolutely permitted at the Fairground,

as long as the fire pit is off the ground and the fire is attended.
Accordingly, we should build 2 to 4 large, artistic, community fire
pits, stocked with a large supply of community wood, located at
several community gathering points throughout unSCruz, to keep
us warm, and to help invoke the time immemorial human collective
“huddling around the campfire experience.”

Brian: Better fencing between events
Patrick:

** Need to improve accountability for who is eating
** Need more visibility for events, had lots of people asking
about them

Frosty Paws:

** Pre-event communication between Placement / Art Grants
** Team Leads need to be on the grounds earlier
** Center Camp not setup until after gate opened
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Areas to Improve/Suggestions continued
McGyver: Not enough volunteers & Accountability
Vince:

** Not enough communication & visibility about last minute
burn Fencing
** Better ingress / outgress for shuttle

Sean: Day performers needed
Pooz:
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Pink:

**
**
**
**
**

Missed decor in both of the halls
Decore had really short notice / communication
Pain to borrow or bring own equipment for kitchen
Kitchen is too self funded
Need dedicated kitchen equipment owned by unSCruz
Plates and To-Go containers
Felt disconnected, not enough meetings face to face
Hospitality only got 1 / 3 requested carports, and tables
arrived late
Not enough volunteer SWAG
Need permanent signs for LNT / Branding
Fire lane & Art need toward back (Unstable Rd)
Improve art distribution
Recycling Plan

Primavera:
**
**
**
**
**

Bailey:
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
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Art Grant timeline
Communication of Art & Placement
More & earlier community outreach (year round)
Heavy Equipment better communicated
Need more theme camp events
Kids need better supervision
More city outreach
Proofreading needed
Discount ticket codes
Parking Passes
Volunteer badges could be more organized
People not on EA List showing up early
DL Process to drive in didn’t work

Areas to Improve/Suggestions continued
Wristy:
**
**
**
**
**

Haley:
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Number of volunteers
Location of PI & Volunteer desks
People did not see the desks
Street signs didn’t get installed
Names of halls unclear
Better regional greeting / communication
Better neighborhood outreach / local comm.
Plans to be approved for rooms setup
More awareness of art (art tours)
Better visibility of hall entrances
More art involvement
Better acculturation needs to happen sooner
Better planning for mobility / ADA
LNF should stay open till after strike
LNF After event process
Everyone should be involved in updating policies and manual
Better succession planning
Need more staff enjoying the event

Twisty:

** Ticketing System
** No system to collect meal tickets
** Volunteer Accountability

Sass:

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Perimeter allowed people to sneak in
Need more space if continuing to grow
Rangers spread too thin & needed a golf cart
Acculturation needed
More (too much) MOOP
People cutting through camps
Drunk chicks MOOP’d @ 1st Camp
Plastic Wristbands sucked
Art Grant & Placement deadlines not aligned

Nicole:
**
**
**
**
**
**
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Theme camps not happy w/EA Passes
Better Staff EA Check-in
Maps came in late
Need event planning to start earlier
Planning page needs better moderation (Not open to public)
Having two modes of communication causes confusion

Areas to Improve/Suggestions continued
Valarien:
**
**
**
**
**
**

Fairgrounds infrastructure not there on time
Stepped backwards on budget, not adequate for stage
No where to place performers inside
Discount tickets for performers wasn’t enough
Discount tickets were not available soon enough
Ali Bar Bar (loud sound) on ridge that projected sound
at neighbors
** Lack of transparency / comm. between departments and
their needs

Amber:
**
**
**
**

Fairgrounds readiness
Need clean drinking water
More Brisket!
GPS Locator for Josh

Department Leads’ Reports
Regional Contact (Haley Carter)
As with any Burning Man event, there is always some anticipation of
the unknown, as community comes together in creative and fun spaces
to play and explore. This year at unSCruz, our all-volunteer crew
surpassed all expectations in terms of welcoming interactive art and
social engagement, drawing participants of all kinds from well beyond
the Santa Cruz region. We had the pleasure of seeing unSCruz,
represented generously in the local press, highlighting our ability to
host an all-ages, family friendly event that allows participants to
be fully expressive in terms of art, performance, gifting and personal
kindness toward others.
For the first time, we burned both a larger-than-life iconic effigy,
as well as a beautiful and interactive memorial art piece, which
contributed to the feeling that unSCruz has truly become a regional
burn. Santa Cruz Burners LLC is excited to explore what this year’s
success means, and to consider opportunities to share what we’ve
learned (and what we’ve earned) with local communities and programs
throughout our region and beyond.
Thank you to all who have contributed to what unSCruz has become!

Placement (Leslie Berman aka Frosty Paws)
First off....what a fabulous party we threw! Despite the obstacles that
we encountered, I’d say we all did a damn fine job! Production really
stepped it up this year and I felt like I could do a much better job
because of it.
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Lead Reports continued
Wow! What a growth spurt we had this year! By 5:00 p.m. On Friday,
we had to close the General Population camping area by the livestock
barns because we were full! Last year we had 3 RV’s and the
“Russians” back there, to give you a comparison.
It felt like the changes in layout were well received and it not only
allowed for more Theme Camps on the Main Lawn area, but made for
better flow over all. Considerable thought that went into which camps
would make good neighbors this year and from preliminary feedback,
seemed to pay off. I’m hoping that through a survey, we can get some
constructive feedback to help make next year’s map even better! I loved
that we were able to bring in some of the bigger art this year and
both Air Pusher and the Tesla Coils would like to come back next year.
Speaking of mapping....Bailey did such an incredible job with the WWW!
Next year, I’d like to work more closely with her to really dial that
in and enable her to not run up against the printing deadlines.
Next year I think it would be beneficial for Placement to be much
more involved with the Art Grant Team as this year the two worked
completely independently of one another. This which led to quite a bit
of last minute scrambling to provide Placement for artists that had
gone through the Art Grant process, but had never submitted for
Placement. Thankfully, both Primavera and Morgan did a fabulous job
of picking up the pieces and helping me make the connections with those
artists that fell through the Placement cracks and we were able to
accommodate everyone.
Placement is going to need much better communication with the Fire
Safety team so that we aren’t scrambling around last minute to put
up Fire Safety signage that really should not have gone through
Placement anyways. We’ll also benefit from putting up an actual safety
fence around the Effigy burn site, so Gen Pop doesn’t accidentally
cross into the perimeter as the hoards come in to claim their space.
Knowing the details of the Fire Permit well in advance will go a long
way in helping these two teams work more effectively together.
Recruiting my own volunteer team worked wonderfully for Placement
this year, and it feels like we are still struggling on the Volunteer
Department front, so I’ll be doing the same for next year.
In addition, Pandora will be joining me next year as Co-Lead for
Placement. She is absolutely amazing and will be a most welcome and
valued addition to the Placement team.
I recruited Lucy this year to take the reins on the Fire Arts Lane.
She welcomed the role and did a great job making sure that all of
the Fire artists were in compliance with code and placed the art
wonderfully in the fire lane. She and I will be bidding out for a new
propane delivery company for next year, as we continued to have some
challenges with Amerigas. She is another most welcome and valued
addition to the Placement Team.
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Dave, with the Fairgrounds, was wonderfully adaptable as our space
requirements pushed out quite a bit this year. I’ve already spoken to

Lead Reports continued
him about possibilities for next year and will continue that dialog with
Production so we can plan ahead for more growth next year.
Looking into the future and thinking about what works and what
doesn’t...I would love to give away the Fine Arts building and just not
try to do anything in there next year. I spoke with Dave about taking
over the space behind the kitchen and he was very open to the idea.
I think it would be great to invite Black Rock Roller Disco and place
them in half of that space. We can create a chill zone in the other
half to round out the space.
Univerz did a great job in Heritage Hall and I would love to invite
them back again to do the same next year. Silent Disco is prepared to
double the amount of headsets available and work from the main stage
for the entire event next year....even if we expand to 4 days. I think
that is definitely something to talk about....and something to really
publicize pre-event.
The Dancetronauts are no longer welcome in my book. They’ve taken
advantage and not been honest with us for the last time.
Other than that, I feel like we had a fantastic year with a wonderful
production team and I will absolutely be back for more next year.

Communications (Bailey Queue)
What Worked

** Setting deadlines for various projects: Poster, Stickers, What
When Where, etc.
** Individual badges for Staff
** Mass emails to 2017 attendees and 2015-2016 attendees
** Photographers. YAY we had some!
What Needs Improvement

** Badges for volunteers. An interesting outcome: the department
badges were only given to stellar volunteers. Prior to receiving
the stellar badge reward they had the generic volunteer badge.
I would like to dial this in better
** Mass emails were sent only to burners. I would like to be able to
send emails to non-burners as well. Not quite sure how to obtain
their addresses
** Neighborhood outreach: Sextant suggested opening the doors to
the neighborhood Thursday evening (set-up happens on Thursday)
** What When Where had a few errors. I switched what was
happening in buildings. Boo. Next year Wristy volunteered to
proofread! YAY!
** Ticketing: I need to be able to access all stages multiple times
to create appropriate how-tos. A direct link to wherever the
Volunteer Lead would like volunteers to sign-up
12

Lead Reports continued

Box Office/Front Gate (Namraja Singh)
Box Office operations went very smoothly. Just need to make sure
I have a radio when I am the only person there. Volunteers did an
amazing job.
Outside of my department

** I only noticed one garbage and one recycle can, which were
both at the box/info. I understand that the idea is teach LeaveNo-Trace. However, I noticed much more MOOP than I remember
seeing last year. Maybe we need a Green Team, some volunteer
** trash pirates who are willing to hunt down MOOP and educate
participants on the importance of Leave-No-Trace

Volunteer Coordination (Stuart Robinson)
What Worked:

** Transition to Sign Up Genius. Once database was worked out, was
very easy to disseminate information to potential volunteers, set
schedules up for every department, and track information
** Assistance from every department. This was my first time around
as a lead for unSCruz, and the help was greatly appreciated
** Communication. I was able to communicate with everyone that I
needed to communicate with quickly and effectively, both leading up
to the event, and during the event
What Needs Improvement

** Dedicated Email account for Volunteer Coordinator. Sifting
through personal messages and unSCruz messages proved very
difficult during crunch time, and having a dedicated email account
would have cleaned up some of this mess
** Volunteer attrition. Over 80 people signed up for volunteers. Of
those, several were staff members who accidentally signed up, and
a few were repeat sign ups. After that, less than half showed
up for their shifts. Created several staffing issues for several
departments. Staff worked fantastically at filling in the gaps,
but this also strained their resources
** Flagging volunteers at Box Office check in. If using Joynr next
year for ticket sales, will coordinate with them to create
flagging system in their database for when volunteers check in
** Volunteer Coordinator is a two person job. There should be two
dedicated leads for this department

Shuttle (Vince Felicetta)
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We had four trucks and trailers and 7 volunteers this year for
shuttle. We moved hundreds of participants and their gear into the
fairgrounds without any problems. Shuttle ran for 13 hours on Friday
and 8 hours on Saturday. Wait times for shuttles were under 15
minutes in most cases.

Lead Reports continued

Art Grants (Primavera Rios)
The numbers

** 26 applications
** 18 grants given
** spent $6911.00 (although this doesn’t include what we gave to
Dancetronauts at the start of the event
** Only had 1 artist not deliver and he returned money the next day!
What worked

It worked! The art was awesome. Most artist delivered and didn’t
have any extensive issues setting up their art and because of contract
any problem we did have with non-delivery was a non issue. Placement
of art was great. The committee to decide who gets grants was a
good idea and worked but need one producer and placement lead on
committee as well.
What needs improvement

** Communication with artist - too many people were given them
different info. one contact per!!!! need to work with placement on
this. need one place where all information is kept
** Communication with community - what an art grant will cover and
what it won’t cover
** timeline - we need to start way earlier. Jan - start advertising,
give out first round of grants in early March, give out last
round early April. This will really help with getting the art on
the map properly so participants know where everything really is.
** equipment - need better way of communicating both with placement
and with artist about what equipment is available for loading/
unloading the art.
** Placement - while placement overall was excellent with what we
had, i’d like to have to art spread out more, having a piece up by Ali
bar bar and down in the pit would make everyone feel more like
there were a real part of the event rather than on the fringe.

New

** community outreach, to both create art specifically for unSCruz
and bring more diverse art
** create database/folder (list of some sort) of artists that applied
and were awarded grants in the past with notes on what worked
and what didn’t with each artist, so this information isn’t lost as
people move on
** events - would like to start the discussion on giving out small
grants for events (like kentucky derby) or provide venue/event
for theme camps to fundraise to do more events
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Lead Reports continued

Off Playa Info (Wristy Burner)
Once again in 2017, Off Playa Info acted as the onsite information
clearing house, Greeters, Arctica and the official Lost & Found
for the event. We were also the primary distributors of the WWW
for the masses.
What Went Well

** We had a very limited number of Volunteers this year, but the
few that we had were awesome. Major kudos to those special
few that did such a great job answering questions, directing
people, distributing WAWAs, selling Ice taking in Found Items and
generally engaging everyone that passed by
** Our location was comfortable and spacious, but away from the
major flow of people
** The Laminated Maps and Schedules and 10 Principles were great
and we want those every year

What Needs Improvement

** Unfortunately, we were victims of our own past success. Last year
many people discovered the wonderful Shuttle Service, and this
year MANY of them utilized the Shuttle Service. So that meant
that a lot of participants checked in at the Gate, got their
wristbands, and turned right around to go back to their cars.
A vast majority of the participants did not even pass by Off
Playa Info. Therefore, most of them did not know where we were,
did not get their WAWAs and did not know where Lost & Found
or Ice Sales were located. Hopefully in 2018 we can find a
different location for greater visibility and to better interact
with the participants
** Because many participants did not know where we were, they did
not know where to turn in Found Items. Post event, there were
Found Items spread amongst at least 4 different Staff members
** We really could use more Volunteers to ease the workload on the
rest of us

Fire Conclave (Celsius Maximus)
The show was successful without incident.
Things that could be improved for next year

** Have steel barricades at main stage the night before fire
inspection
** Most of my performers navigated the ticket code thing
successfully, but I had a few that had trouble doing it on their
phones. One performer waited to do it at the gate before the
show and got so frustrated with the process he just bought a
ticket to go in
Well done overall people! I’m ready for next year!
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Lead Reports continued

Hospitality (Amber Coutts & Pooz Creek)
What went right

We had a strong core crew this year and were blessed to acquire
a new leader within the group, Dato Dave. He was enthusiastic and
passionately executed gourmet meals with a smile. He introduced the
popular late night meals, which pleased and fed many. We also were
grateful for the return of the force that is Theresa Neyer, who
was eager to lend a helping hand wherever it was needed. Our preplanning of meals and ingredient sourcing went well in accordance
with our budget. We were so happy to receive donations from several
local farms who provided us with delicious micro greens and vegetables!
We also received a gift of some borrowed catering equipment from
a friend of Vince’s that made the service of the food elegant and
possible. We were very grateful to have early access to the kitchen
this year, which allowed us to sanitize the space (although the kitchen
was MUCH cleaner than it has been in the years prior). We were able
to send Hospitality Ambassadors out into the event with iced horchata
to gift to thirsty participants, this was well received and appreciated.
There was a handful of stellar volunteers who came back to help
in the kitchen more than their scheduled shifts, and worked longer
hours than required. These rock stars even thanked us for “letting”
them work in the kitchen. A few who deserve special mention are Peter
Metcalf and Jo Plante, who were not even scheduled to work in the
kitchen and showed up EVERY day to help where they could. We had
ample seating options this year which was a nice step up from previous
years as well. Overall, we were very happy to have so many amazing
volunteers who made making food a pleasure for all of our hardworking staff!
What needs improvement

** We had to stock the kitchen with our own and some borrowed
equipment, which is a risk for us and in fact lead to some items
being lost or damaged. We would like to improve this by gathering
low-cost equipment that would be owned by unSCruz and could be
stored in the trailer for future usage. This would include items
such as: knives, spatulas, tongs, bowls, plates, beverage dispensers,
crock-pots, food processors, pots and pans, cutting boards, and
anti-slip/fatigue mats
** We were unable to attain the requested 3 carports to cover the
eating area. We received 1 out of the 3 (and a day late). This
left some people eating in the hot sun. Next year we’d love to give
EVERYONE some shade
** We ended up feeding MANY more people than we had planned to.
We received a total of ONE meal ticket over the course of the
event. We were feeding not just staff, but volunteers as well.
There was no accountability or monitoring of who was able to get
a meal. The one meal that numbers were actually taken revealed
16

Lead Reports continued
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that a total of 136 people got to eat, when we were quoted around
72 who needed to be fed. We would like to reduce the numbers
of those receiving meals to STAFF, RED CROSS, RANGERS, AND
SECURITY ONLY. If we had a reduced number of people being fed
and an accountability system, we would be able to both purchase
needed equipment and provide higher quality cuisine
We faced the challenge of our freezer not being functional and
our water heater almost exploding and needing to be replaced. We
need to know prior to our arrival what is and isn’t working in case
we need to source a replacement
We also had to boil down ice and purchase 2.5 gallon containers
of clean drinking water as the fairgrounds posted a lead warning
on the tap water. We would like to get a larger clean water
container next year to avoid this process
Many of our scheduled volunteers did not show up for shifts and
left several holes in the tasks that needed to be done. Stuart did
his best to try and account for this and bring in more volunteers
as he received them, however on the last day of cleanup we only
had 2 volunteers which made for a longer and more difficult day
Our BBQ pits were delivered an hour before our scheduled meal
time which made the service late. We would love to have those
delivered early next year
Our tables (and carports) came a day late and we had to utilize
a camp table to serve food until we received our order
Electricity was an issue. We had to run extension cords with power
strips in order to run equipment. We barely had enough cords to
do this as we had to use the ones we had brought to supply the
lighting outside. We had multiple shorts and had to constantly
choose what devices to run and when
We were unable to pick up our local bakery donations as we
were already stretched so thin on time and tasks. This lead to
a shortage of sweet treats for staff to enjoy. We believe that
having more volunteers and an earlier pick up date would alleviate
this issue
Our disposable plates meant for meal delivery to staff unable
to come and pick up their meals went missing on Friday (several
hundred plates…). We requested that staff provide their own
plates, bowls, utensils , and cups as we gave them a space to wash
their dishes. Not many people did this and it lead to some of our
borrowed plates being taken and going missing. We would like to
enforce this policy more strongly in the future or opt for more
disposable plates/utensils
Meal times were off. We would like to shift all meals by at least
an hour later to ensure that they are both on time and that
everyone operating on “festival time” is fed when they are hungry.
Next year we would like to also provide a well-stocked 24 hour
snack table

Lead Reports continued
** Budgeting was a bit of an issue as our budget remained the
same despite the heavy increase in food costs. We think that a
reduction in total meals provided would help us both maintain our
current budget and alleviate the stress of having to eliminate key
ingredients due to their inflated costs

Amphitheater (Valarien Reyes)
What Went Well

** Stage Crew (The unSCruz League of Extraordinary Stage Crew)
– Many of our core Stage Crew returned again this year, having
a crew that has experience with unSCruz’s Community Stages as
well as each other made for our smoothest running and most
organized team yet, everyone gave their all, went way beyond the
call of duty, and did it all behind the scenes - and all are rock
stars!
** Stage Equipment – Despite the budget allocated this year for our
Amphitheater Community Main Stage being smaller than previous
years and insufficient to provide all the essential equipment,
roughly 80% of all the gear this year was volunteered directly
from the Stage Crew. This took months to pull together and the
Amphitheater Community Main Stage couldn’t have happened without
this, as well coming in under the already conservative budget - so
a big shout out to the Stage Crew for their incredible generosity,
time and massive effort!
** Production Team – There are so many awesome, committed and
loving folks that returned and joined this year to produce
unSCruz, with immense personal sacrifice in time, money and energy
to make unSCruz the most wonderful off playa burner family and
community event – feeling humbled and overjoyed for what we all
built together!
What Needs Improvement

** Community Stages: Budget & Performer Tickets - Community Stages
were not adequately funded and Performers Discounted Tickets
were not adequately provided for, especially in comparison to
previous years as well actual numbers this year. This created
an unnecessary amount inefficiency and significant stress in the
entire process for the performer/stages lead (way too many
long days and sleepless nights); the stage crew (which had
to generate 80% of the equipment needed through volunteer
equipment and time from several members of the stage crew); and
the many performers involved (the late timing and insufficient
amount of discounted tickets codes made for having to communicate
with every single performer at the last minute to find out who
could come or not, with or without a discounted ticket, resulting
both in disenfranchising 30% of performer submissions, which we’ve
never had to do before, and significantly delaying the scheduling
process). All of the above made for taking steps backwards
in comparison with the progress built over previous unSCruz
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events, especially given the current growth in attendance and
revenue. (Recommendation – As we have done previously, we should
provide an adequate budget for community stages and provide
all performers with at least discounted tickets; using actual/
real past experience and numbers, as well as taking into account
the communal interest in community stages and performers to
adequately provide budgetary and ticket support for the community
stages and performers – musicians, bands, djs and dancers are
artists too and an important part of unSCruz!)
** Community Stages: Inside Halls (Fine Arts Hall / Heritage Hall)
– The decision to reduce our Community Stages from 3 stages to
1 stage (keeping only the outdoor Amphitheater Main Stage and
letting go of running both inside halls, Fire Arts & Heritage
respectively, resulted in no longer having an inside stage to
schedule performers on a sound system at night; and significantly
reduced the opportunities to schedule performers in general, for
the first time we were unable to schedule all submitted community
performers. We received a lot of disappointment from performers
and participants about both. (Recommendation – reclaim 1 inside
stage to schedule community performers on; ideally the Fine Arts
Hall, as this has been the primary inside community stage/hall at
all the previous unsCruz events at the fairgrounds)
** Communication – There was little communication between producers
and leads, leads and leads, and across production in general,
especially via email in comparison to prior years. This created
a sense of not knowing what everyone else was doing and what
was going on in general. Facebook is good for community posts in
general, but is NOT the best or most efficient way to keep the
production team informed and on the same page. Email would be
better utilized in this regard. (Recommendation - Greater use of
inter-departmental communication, especially via email, across the
production team would greatly help in production, lead and team
coordination).
** Fairgrounds – The Amphitheater had no power and the plumbing
wasn’t working, both were repaired during the event, but these
should have been operational. We also didn’t get the tables and
chairs requested for the Amphitheater until having to ask for
them during the event

Leave No Trace (Pink)
2017 was a great year for unSCruz Leave No Trace. We really gave
Leave No Trace a lot of thought before the event and came up with
some great ideas. The first was a giant, beautiful leave no trace sign
at the front gate, to get you in the mood! We provided a free garbage
bag for each ticket holder and left the rest at center camp. Second,
with signs in the restroom that reminded our friends at the bathroom,
trash was for paper towels only. Third, removed approximately 2/3rds
of all the trash cans from the fairgrounds and put them in a safe spot.
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Then we converted the remaining cans into “recycle only” cans with
fun signs like “bottles and cans clap your hands” and others. Friday
morning we ventured out with our largest crew to move and check
the cans. We found a few cans with trash inside and kicked them over
loudly telling folks to stay back from the crime scene, “trash in the
recycling cans!” It was a fun way to educate, and those cans stayed
pretty trash free afterwards. The rest of the day we all enjoyed
the show. Saturday morning we were challenged by the remains of
another event, “Friday night races.” Lots of moop covered a grassy
area. We got out our Leave No Trace vehicle and started moving,
and we were joined by many others who helped to get the moop back
into its place! Sunday morning we were joined by two kitty volunteers
who assisted in the same tasks. We had some hotspots, an area that got
trashed from the morning flea market. However by the time we got
there, kids were already mooping the area! I personally reached out
to the folks who helped with Leave No Trace months before the gates
opened, and they were in place when most needed. We were thankful
for all the people who joined and gave assistance. I saw people, not
from my team, working hard to moop areas, so I was not only proud of
my team but of many others as well. Thank you for letting us help.
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